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REMARKS CN MONOTONE OPERATORS 
Svatopluk FUCiK,Praha 
1. Introduction. This note deals with the different 
properties of monotone operators in the sense of F.E. 
Browder and G.J.Minty (see for instance [1] , 12], [3] ,4,6]). 
The purpose of Section 3 is to give some conditions 
for the relations among demicontinuity, continuity, 
strong continuity, boundedness and sur/jectivity. 
Some examples of monotone operators with pathologi-
cal behaviour are given in Section 4. 
Analogous theorem as the Fredholm.alternative for 
the problem 1 - T ( T is a linear completely continu-
ous operator) is proved in Section 5 for the linear mo-
notone operators (see Theorem 2). 
A well-known problem in the functional analysis is 
to find all isometries in a metric space. A similar pro-
blem for monotone operators is solved in Section 6. Sol-
ving this problem, we obtained a nonlinear characteriza-
tion of Hilbert spaces (see Theorem 3). 
2» Terminology> notations and definitions 
Let X be a real Banach apace with the norm II • I f 
&x its zero element; X * denotea the ad /jo list (dual) 
apace of all bounded linear functionals or. X .The pai-
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ring between x* e X * and X € X is denoted by (x*, x ) . 
The Euclidean H -space is denoted h H . The pairing in 
Hilbert space is the inner product. We shall use the sym-
bols * — > " > n — * n *° denote the strong convergence 
in X (or in X*" ) and weak convergence in X (or in X**), 
respectively. 
Let H be a Hilbert space and A a bounded linear 
operator defined on H with values in H . Then «A* deno-
tes an adjoint operator. 
Let M c X . Then M denotes a closure in the norm 
topology. Let R > 0 be a real number. Then K-^ denotes 
an open ball with the center in origin and the radius R . 
M c X is said to be compact (resp. weakly compact) if 
for each sequence { x^f 9 x^ € M there exist x0 6 X and 
a subsequence {x^. I such that x^ —i> xo (reap. i>C -* 
4f> 4tf *Qs 
—* X„ )-
The following theorem is well-known: X is a refle-
xive Banach space if and only if each bounded subset of X 
is weakly compact. 
Let F be a mapping with the domain P c X and va-
lues in X * .Then 
(1) F is said to be hemicontinuous on P if for 
each xd e P and wr € X we have ?(x0+ tw) —* F(x, ) 
(as t —¥ 0+- ). 
(2) F is said to be demicontinuous on P if X^-* 
— » Xd implies F x ^ *—* Fx. . 
(3) F is said to be continuous on P if ̂ — ¥ X0 
implies F x ^ —* Fx, . 
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(4) F is said to be strongly continuous on J) 
if */*,—*** implies F x ^ ~* F x 0 . 
(5) F is said to be compact on D if for each 
bounded subset M c D , F ( M ) is compact. 
(6) F is said to be completely continuous on 
D if F is compact and continuous. 
(7) F is said to be bounded on D if for each 
bounded subset M C D , FlM) is bounded. 
(8) F is said to be surjective if for every 
X* € X0 there exists ^ e P such that Fx 0 »' X * 
(i.e. F ( 0 ) m X * ) . 
(9) F is said to be D -maximal monotone if for 
.U^ * J) , <!*£ C X * the inequality (145- F-tf, 44^-*,) £ (7 
for all 44/ € D implies that w9 * F^0 • 
(10) F e Mi IV ) if (Fx-F^x-/^)£0 for 
each X; ty* • J) • 
(11) F c M 2 ( D ) if ( F x - F ^ , X - ^ ) > ( ? fMr each 
x, /y, «D , x 4- /y- . 
(12) F e M $ (D ) if there exists c > 0 fruch 
that 
(Fx - F^, x - ̂  ) £ e I * «»*y* I'. 
for each x ; /^ej) . 
3. Continuity, boundedness. suriectivity and, mono-
^nici^y 
Proposition 1 (143)• Let J> be en open subset of 
a reflexive Banach space X end f 6 M 1 (J> ) be a 
hemicontinuous mapping. Then f is demicontinuous. 
Proposition 2. Let X7Y be Banach spaces and 
A: X—> y a linear demicontinuous mapping. Then A 
is continuous. 
Proof. We suppose the contrary. Then there exist v 
a sequence -fX-l 9 Xm € X , x -̂4* ft,.*.*—•& and e > # 
such that HAx^lL «-t & for each positive integer /n * 
Set t^-» » ^ V 2 and ^ » t^ ̂  . Then ̂ - > ©x 
and HA/^Jiy » t^ llAx^ By -£ £tn,~"* 00 contradicts 
Proposition 3* Let X be a reflexive Banach space, 
A € M . CX) s linear mapping. Then A is a continu-
ous mapping. 
Proof* Any linear mapping is hemicontinuous on X . 
Proposition 1 implies demicontinuity of A and Proposi-
tion 2 implies continuity of A on X . 
Proposition 4. Let X be a reflexive Banach space 
and T € MACX) . Then 
(1) T is X-maximal monotone provided T is 
demicontinuous on X . 
(2) T is demicontinuous on X provided T is 
X -maximal monotone and bounded on X • 
Proof* For part (1) see [11,(2].' If x ^ — > X0 f 
then there exists a subsequence f x ^ ? and t r e X * 
such that T x ^ —*• i ir . Letting M, tend to infinity 
in 
* T**t% - T<r' *W ~ • ) * ° > *e obtain 
( 4ir - T*^ , M0 - «y> ) 2: 0 for each /î  € X 
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and using the X-maximal monotonicity, one obtains w ss 
-» Tx. . By contradiction we conclude T*^—** Tx, . 
Proposition 5* Let X be a reflexive Banach spa-
ce, T e M.CX) be a demicontinuous and compact map-
ping on X . Then T is strongly continuous on X • 
Proof. By Proposition 4 T is X -maximal mono-
tone provided T s M,,(X ) sn<- T is demicontinuous 
on X . Using L5, Theorem 13 T is strongly continuous 
on X . 
Proposition 6. Let X be a reflexive Banach spa-
ce, T e M ( X ) be a bounded operator with the range 
R ( T ) weakly closed. Then T is demicontinuous on 
X . 
Proof. If x^ — > x then there exists a sub-
sequence i ^ ? and w e X such that Tx^"—** Tur. 
M* tot* 
Letting Jt tend to infinity in 
one obtains 
< TV- - T<%, x0- a*,) > c b 8 - v 'I
2 
for each /y, e X . Set of *- *ur. Then xQ & w and by con-
tradiction we conclude Tx^*-"** Tx0 . 
Proposition ?. Let X be a reflexive Banach spa-
ce and T% HiAX). Then T i s demicontinuous i f and 
only i f T i s surjective. 
Proof. See t l3a23 ,C31. [73 . 
Proposition 8« Let KR C ILN and T € 
e M 1 CKR^.ft ) . Th«n T ( K R ) i s a bounded set in 
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Proof* Suppose that there exis ts a sequence ix^J, 
^ € 'K% such that x^—» *tf and HTx^Ig —> oo . 
Then there ex is ts a subsequence ix^ I and ntr € E w 
ur . We have 
T * — , * « * - * ) * < > > 
and letting Jk> tend to infinity one obtains (mr, X0) £ 
St (<ur7 ty>) for each ^ e KR4.§ . Set ̂  * *v# * -J i i r . 
The last inequality gives 4CT m 0 , a contradiction with 
II ^ r I. m A . 
Proposition 9« Let T * M^ C hH ) be a surjective 
mapping. Then 
JCVWW I Tx L » OO 
Proof* Suppose that there exist AC} <ur e hH and 
a sequence i x ^ I , Jt^ c £ ^ such that 
" ^ V * aD» 'i-tffe—*""• an<i T j w " * ^ L« t t in* 
m> tend to infinity in 
one obtains that (ntrf AJU ) 2£ C T V , -a-) for each tr* 6 £ N . 
For each positive integer /n there exists nJ^ € Z»N 
such that T v ^ « /iv.u> . We have (<urfA4> ) k m> (44*, AJU ) -
The last inequality implies AA, m 0 g which is a con-
It 
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tradiction with iw%gn • 4. 
Fropoaition 10. Let X be a reflexive Banach apa-
ce, T e M ^ X ) and *o e X . 
Suppose that there exists a linear differential Get teaux 
DT(o< 0, h, ) (reap, a linear differential Fre*chet 
dLT(oi09 Mi )). Then there exists a GaHeaux-derivati-
ve (reap, a Fre^chet-derivative) at the point jc0 € X 
(For definitiona 8ee £9].) 
Proof. For each M, e X and t € E^ , t ̂  0 .it 
ia 
t , ( T^ g ^t^)^Tr^) A ) f e 0 i#e-
t? 
(TY*,*t*.)-TC«,) ^ ) £ 0 
Letting i tend to zero one obtaina ( J)T Cxtf , Jh, ), J*) > 
«£ 0 for each 4x e X and using Proposition 3, we 
conclude this proof. 
4. Examples 
Example 1. Let H be a aeparable Hilbert 8pace, 
(i^f m, ** 0% t 4 9 £'!,...} be an orthonormal basis for 
H and define the operator 
•on 
3* w3L*~ **+i for x -JL °* ^ 
Let I be the identity operator in H and aet T*x m 
- 3 1 * - H x l M % + B * . Then T * M $ C H > , T ia 
continuoua and T ia not weakly continuous. 
Example 2. There exists a t -positive homogene-
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ous operator T (i.e.Tft<u,) = i To. for each u, 6 X 
and t > 0 ) which is continuous, T& A43 (H) , TH = H 
and T is not a linear operator. 
Proof. See the operator T in Example 1. (TH =- H 
follows from Proposition 7.) 
Example 3« There exists an operator T ^ M« (£*), 
T is surjective and T is not continuous (see Propo-
sition 6 and 7). 
Proof. Define 
£(-*) = { * f ° r X < 0 ' 
X +- 4 for x .£ 0 
and for each Cx , n^l € E* set 
Example 4. There exists T€ M$ CK^ ) , K^ C ZN (JST *> J2 ) 
such that T^X. ) is not bounded (see Proposition 8). 
Proof. Let {X„ J * X^ e E ^ be a sequence such 
that llx^ 1^ m j 9 X^4F X^ for m, 4= m% and 
***—* *e . Set 
• ^ r X f o r ^ e K ^ x + ^ ^ r 4,2,^ 
*,*+ m,*^ for x -* * ^ , m, m 1, 2,... . 
Then T € M^Jy-) and TCK,,) is not bounded. 
Example 5. There exists T € M^(X') , T is 
continuous and T("FT.) is not bounded (see Proposition 
8). • :-'*:?/*•?£<•. 
Proof. Set X •» Xa and define 
0 ' for t ̂  4 
f_(t)»4 ^ .  J-' 
* Ut -f ,for t> \ , 
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for each positive integer rn, . 
For x a. i<xA , O,.,.,, ?£ ln set "f ' .27 -i 
Tx - f£, (a . ,), fa Ca2),.,.?-(-{a,, a2,.., ? . 
Then T e M.C£ ) and TCK ) is not bounded since 
for -CO, ..., 0, ^ ,0;....«X1 we have I T * ^ ^ -
2 + 1 ' 
Moreover, X is a continuous mapping. 
Example 6. One can easily prove that if 
f eMA l<-1,1>\fC-1)€<-194>,*C1)e<-1,1> (f is not 
generally continuous), then f has a fixed point at 
the interval < - 4., 4 > (i.e. there exists X0 '€. 
e < - A, 1 > such that f C«X0 ) « x e ) . 
This assertion is not valid for greater dimensions. 
Proof. Let ft > 2 be an integer and 
{ TCx,,....,*,,.]- .{ £4,0,...,0] , *-.0i« > 
ACx,,...,̂ ] - t-x2,*it0,...,01 , 
Ux =- i C x + T * + A * > . 
Then U e MgCK., ) , UCK.,) C K, and for each 
x 6 K., it is U x 4« .X . 
5. Linear monotone operators 
Theorem 1. Let X be a Banach space and A 6 M . C X ) 
a linear operator such that R.CA) «• X*( R. CA) is the 
range of A ) • Then A -a one-to-one. 
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Proof, Suppose that there exists /̂  c X , fy* 4* &» 
such that Atym $(* • ̂ ^ there exists x0 m X auch 
that 
(AxMr^) * \ '^"x # ^« have 
\$%>\ *<Au^- ^ ) / ^ > - A ^ + aCAx,,^) » 
• (Ayfe, Jt> * 1Ax0»x«f-Ixo^ 
for each X > 0 • Letting X tend to infinity, one ob-
tains a contradiction. 
Theorem 2. Let H be a real Hilbert apace-AcALfH ) 
be a linear mapping. Then A is one-to-one if and only if 
RCA) m H . 
Proof. One part of this theorem is included in Theo-
rem 1. Suppoae that A is one-to-one and denote by If (A) 
(reap. AfCA*) ) the null-apace of the operator A (resp. 
A * ). Then 
H* H77H © NCA*)« WTX*) © WCA) m WUF) 
(see £8]). But &CA*) -• H and applying Theorem 1 on the 
operator A * , we obtain JSf CA*) * i6L I and hence H m 
« K.CA)* (The operators A and A * are continuous - see 
Proposition 3.) 
Example 7. There exists A m M^ (H ) such that A 
is one-to-one and R C A ) + H . 
Proof. Set H m l^tO^J and <Ax)C*) m f*i*)d* 
for each X * L^ 10f 4 J . A ia continuous since 
lAx^ai^l^Ctlli*^ m\jltjll*C*)lA*)9dm * 
* ' * "s 
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For x € C tOf 4 1 *• have 
< 4 
(Ax,x) - f(Axft*)*MU)d,+ mJ[UAx)(*)]-
•l(Ax)C*)ld* . fAx)*a) * 0 , 
2 
the denaity of C CO, 4 1 in h~lOf 41 and the con-
tinuity of A imply (Axfx) £ 0 for each x € 
6 L,- 10 f 41* A ia one-to-one and A(L» )c f the 
aet of all absolutely continuous functions } 4* l**tOf 4"), 
6* Nonlinear characterizationa of Hilbert spaces. 
Proposition II, Let H be a real Hilbert apace 
and T; H — > H an operator. Suppoae that there exists 
c € £j. such that 
CTx-Ty-,x~<y>)»cix-#iMfor each x, n^eH . 
Then there exiata a bounded linear operator 8 auch 
that 
T x » £ x + TC0N) for each x e H . 
Proof. Set 5x m Tx-T^hThen 
C£x~5^,X-^)»clxw^,i* and (Sxfx ) m a II x iH 
for each X, <y- € H . We have 
^ : —Zz— » eCx,^) , 
(S(x + %)fqt) m (S*ffy) + (S%fty) , 
(S<tx),v).mt(S*9<& 
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for each t e E . and all x, /u, z e H . From these equa-
tions we obtain a linearity of 5 , 
Proposition 12. Let X be a real Banach space and 
T : X-* X* such that Sx a* Tx ~T(9X) is an odd 
operator (i.e. £ ( — AJL ) «- - Su for each 44, e X ). Sup-
pose that there exists c € E . . ' C .4- 0 such that 
(Tx-T^x-/^) ss C tx-ty l£ for each X, /y, e X . 
Then 
a) X is a Hilbert space, 
b) S is a bounded linear operator. 
Proof. & satisfies the following identity 
(Sx ~Styf x-/^) » e H*-^ I , 
(£x -Sf-/y.)/tx^/^) »cl*t^L 
for each x ? /y. € X . 
By an easy calculus we obtain 
(Sx,^)^(S^.x)«cCIU!^II^J|;J -lx-̂ 11*) « 
and 
* 2 — — l x , ,x * '*'x for each **¥*•* * 
The last identity implies that X is a Hilbert apace* 
Assertion b) follows from Proposition 11* 
Theorem 3. Let X be a real Banach space* Then X 
is a Hilbert apace if and only if there exists a sapping 
T * X-~* X * and a real nuaber c *» 0 such that 
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( T* - Iny, x - nf)ss e l l x - ^ L 
for each X , ny € X . 
Proof.*If ^ is a Hilbert space, set T * I . If 
there exists c 4- 0 and T ; X —> X* such that 
( Tx -TV, X- » ) =* c !*-1f>lJ 
for each «X, /y, e X . 
Set 
S * » T^) r T(-^) 
2 
for each $JU € X . S satisfies the hypotheses of Propo-
sition 12 and Theorem 3 is proved. 
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